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From the MSPS President
Daniel Stueber

Thanksgiving 2017 is in the books. Observance of
Thanksgiving began as a day to give thanks for the
harvest and of the preceding year. Hopefully you all
found time among busy schedules to think about
the things you are thankful for this year. As we close
out the final weeks of 2017, I think many will reflect
on the heavy workload for 2017 with many fruitful
projects on the horizon for 2018. The final push is
behind us, the construction season wound down,
ice is forming on our lakes as the winter months
descend upon us. Despite the busy year, all of us
at MSPS have been busy working to promote the
industry and future planning.
The MSPS Winter Seminar was held November 30 at
the DoubleTree Park Place in Minneapolis and was a
great event for members to attend. I want to thank the
members of the Events Committee as well as Ewald
staff for putting together another great seminar. A lot of
work planning and preparing goes into these activities.
A quick update on activities and happenings around
MSPS:

The joint task force, working
together with MACS to update
the Right of Way Manual, has
started work. We look forward
to the fruits of their labors.
We are working on filling out a slate of nominees for
the upcoming annual meeting and have identified
several candidates. If you are interested in serving on
the board of directors, or know of someone who is
interested, please contact me or MSPS staff.
I cannot believe another year has flown by and that my
term serving as MSPS president is almost complete.
Serving as MSPS president has truly been a privilege
and has been an amazing experience. Together with
the board of directors, we have worked diligently to
carry the work of our predecessors forward. While I
wind this down, I feel like a broken record with the next
statement — but I want to leave you with it anyway:
Please consider getting more involved with the society.
As a whole there is lots of work to do, and many hands
help make the work light.

The PR committee has been working on finalizing the Please mark your calendar for the annual meeting
speakers toolkit which is planned to have an annual
coming up in February 2018. I hope to see you all
meeting rollout.
there! As always, the MSPS board is serving on
behalf of the membership. Please contact any of the
The government relations committee is starting to
board members with concerns, comments or ideas
prepare for the upcoming legislative session by
for the future. Best wishes for a prosperous 2018!
refreshing our lobbyist monitoring contract.
Recently the board of directors engaged the Ewald
sales team to work with MSPS volunteers, facilitate
and promote ad sales in the Minnesota Surveyor.
The membership committee recently reviewed
renewal materials, which recently went out to
members. The committee continues to work on
evaluating firm membership.
The education committee continues to monitor
activity at St. Cloud State University and search for
ways to assist.
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From the MSPS Executive Director
Lee Helgen

As we pause to reflect on our
past accomplishments and
aspirations for the year ahead,
I want to express my gratitude
to the Minnesota Society
of Professional Surveyors
(MSPS) membership for your ongoing commitment
to the society. As a volunteer-led organization, MSPS
draws its strength from the membership. When
you make the conscious decision join MSPS or
renew your membership, you are making a choice
to invest in the future of the society and support the
surveying profession. Through our collective voice
and coordinated efforts, we are able to influence
public policy, promote professional development, and
continue to serve the public interest.
This past year has been a time of transition, and
I am grateful that we have an engaged board of
directors and volunteer leaders who are willing
to give generously of their time to support and
guide MSPS forward. As a relatively new executive
director, I am still working on the annual cycle of
events and activities and learning about how to best
meet the needs of the membership. Over the past
several months, I engaged the staff team and the
board leadership to evaluate what is working and to
identify priorities for the year ahead. I am pleased
to see that MSPS is building and maintaining strong
relationships with aligned organizations such as the
Minnesota Association of County Surveyors (MACS)
and the Minnesota Land Surveyors Foundation
(MLS Foundation).
MSPS continues to be actively engaged in public
policy and regulatory affairs. We maintain an active
presence at the state capitol, monitoring legislative
hearings and tracking any proposed legislation that
may impact surveyors. Throughout summer 2017, an
ad hoc task force of MSPS members worked closely
with the Office of Pipeline Safety staff to provide
input and comments on draft legislation related to
definitions and practice of requesting survey locates.
Despite reaching a general sense of agreement
among the stakeholders, it appears that Office of
Pipeline Safety will not advance the draft legislation
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in the 2018 session. MSPS’s active engagement
in the drafting phase was valuable to ensure that
the interest of surveyors was addressed and that
MSPS is fully prepared to respond if the legislation is
introduced in the future. Similarly, MSPS leadership
reviewed the Minnesota Board of AELSLAGID
proposed rule changes to update the education and
experience requirements for land surveying. Based
on that review, MSPS was able to determine if the
proposed rules appeared to be reasonable and that
notifying the membership of the proposed rules was
an appropriate response.
MSPS continues to provide great opportunities for
professional development at the annual conference,
winter and spring seminars, and summer meeting.
These MSPS events continue to provide excellent
opportunities for networking and learning about
current issues facing the surveying profession.
Additionally, MSPS continues to play a valuable
role in assisting surveyors in meeting their licensure
requirements by organizing presentations that qualify
for professional development hour credits. Going
forward, MSPS remains focused on offering highquality professional development opportunities.
Looking at plans for the year ahead, I am confident
that MSPS is moving in the right direction. The MSPS
board established a joint MSPS/MACS subcommittee
to update the Right of Way Manual, which dates
back to 1994. Additionally, MSPS and MACS plan
to create a joint task force to consider options for
increasing support for the land surveying program
at St. Cloud State University and other universities
interested in creating land surveying programs. MSPS
has secured a permit to set up a display at the State
Capitol highlighting the profession of surveying that
will cap our efforts to raise public awareness about
surveying during National Surveyors week. The MSPS
public relations committee will unveil an easy-touse speakers toolkit and strategy for empowering
members to promote the profession of surveying.
The National Society of Professional Surveyors is
advancing a set of plans and materials that will help
our state societies focus a coordinated effort on the
future of surveying. The goals of this national effort are
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“increase awareness of the profession of surveying”
and “increase awareness among educators about
the opportunities in surveying.” (NSPS Forum on
the Future of Surveying Public Relations, Marketing
& Outreach Plan). The MSPS Events Committee is
doing an excellent job at planning for the various
seminars and the MSPS 66th Annual Meeting.
Over the course of 2018, we will look for ways to
improve the Minnesota Surveyor to ensure that this
publication has relevant content and is meeting the

needs of members. We are looking for members to
submit articles and help the editorial team identify
topics that might contribute to your professional
development or increase technical expertise.
Additionally, we plan to expand the base of advertisers
who offer products or services of interest to surveyors.
If you are interested in writing an article, suggesting a
topic for a future article or sharing leads on potential
advertisers, please send an email to me at leeh@
ewald.com. Thank you, and I look forward to our work
together in 2018.

From the NSPS Governor
Chris Ambourn

I can’t believe how quickly the late summer and fall
went by; it seems like I just submitted my report for
the Fall 2017 edition of the Minnesota Surveyor and
here I am again.
In October, I was able to attend the NSPS Fall
business meetings that were held in Frisco, Texas.
During that meeting I attended the public relations
committee meeting, the workforce development
committee meeting as well as the Great Lakes
Regional Conference meeting and the board of
directors meeting. One item of interest was that the
UAV (drone) committee is working toward creating a
minimum guidelines type publication for surveyors
who use UAVs.
The workforce development committee is awaiting
a final draft of a workforce development manual
from the Future of Surveying Taskforce, which is
a group that NCEES spearheaded but has shifted
toward NSPS. That document will provide ideas and
tools that can be utilized for workforce development
initiatives at the local level. Almost everyone I know in
surveying knows how hard it is to find qualified staff
since the recession. If we really want to engage the
workforce and attract them to the surveying field, it
will take a ground-level effort from all of us.
A lengthy discussion was held during the board of
directors meeting regarding the need for NSPS to
raise additional revenue in order to maintain current
and future budget numbers. The vast majority of
NSPS revenues come from membership dues. It is
hard to believe that it has been almost 10 years since
NSPS created the affiliate membership program,
where, rather than having individual memberships,
6

entire state organizations
became members of NSPS.
The rate per member within
any given state organization
was set at $40. This was
generally a pass-through
cost for the organization and
was accounted for in the state membership dues.
The program has been a great success with all but
one state (California) becoming an affiliate member.
NSPS can now truly say it represents almost every
land surveyor in the country, a statement that wields
much greater influence in all of the conversations that
NSPS was and is involved in. As we all know, costs
rise and as time has passed the $40 per member rate
has become inadequate to maintain the operating
budget and fund the types of initiatives and activities
that NSPS would like to engage in. The revenue
conversation was tabled until the winter business
meeting, but in general the NSPS board of directors
seemed to agree that we will need to raise that rate,
perhaps for 2019 renewals. The amount is still to be
determined but figures in the $5-$10 per member
range were contemplated. Naturally, any dues increase
would need to be vetted by the MSPS board of
directors prior to revising our affiliation memorandum.
If you have not visited the NSPS website lately, I
encourage you to do so; it is constantly being updated
with information, tools and resources and also details
all of the benefits that we as NSPS members are free to
take advantage of.
As always, please forward me any comments,
questions, or issues that the NSPS can be of
assistance with.
Winter 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com

NSPS Future of Surveying Report
In 2016, the National Society of Professional
Surveyors (NSPS) created an initiative called the
Future of Surveying aimed at expanding the numbers
of licensed professional surveyors. NSPS assembled
a group of dedicated surveying professionals from
a broad spectrum of organizations. The task of
the initiative is to develop an understanding of the
status of the profession and to recommend a set of
actions aimed at expanding the number of licensed
professional surveyors.

program has also been featured on Mayor Catherine
Pugh’s website and in P.O.B. magazine. Several
of the participating students now have permanent
jobs with local surveying firms. The program began
with MSS sending the NSPS model letter to its
state career and technical education office, and
the Baltimore chapter writing its local workforce
development board.

NSPS and the National Council of Examiners for
Engineering and Surveying (NCEES) closely monitor
the demographics of the surveying profession. They
see a significant trend toward lower numbers of
licensed professionals and a decrease in the numbers
of examinees seeking to become licensed.
To reverse the trends, NSPS has selected three
top initiatives to assist the Surveying profession
with marketing, public relations and outreach to
implement programs that foster the national brand
and image, educate the profession and the public,
recruit new people into the profession and mentor
those within the profession.

The Oklahoma society shared its Survey Oklahoma
program on the Workforce Development page
(http://www.nsps.us.com/page/WorkforceDev)
of the NSPS website. The Oklahoma Society has
created a website aimed directly at future surveyors
(surveyoklahoma.com). The site features resources
for students, high school counselors and others who
are interested in a career in surveying. In particular is
a video (surveyoklahoma.com/students) highlighting
some of exciting parts of the profession.

NSPS has posted the group’s reports and
recommendations in detail at its website (www.
nsps.us.com). The link to the Future of Surveying
is currently located at the upper right corner of the
page (www.nsps.us.com/page/TaskForce). The 2017
documents include a draft 2017 marketing, PR, and
outreach plan.
Here are some examples of actions being taken by
surveyors around the country:

Maryland
The Maryland Society of Surveyors (MSS) and the
Mayor’s Office of Employment Development (MOED)
in Baltimore have teamed up to offer an intern, mentor
and workforce development program to introduce
high school students to a career in surveying. At
the society’s annual convention in October, the two
organizations presented the results of the Future
Surveyors Program’s first year, featuring presentations
and a panel discussion highlighting the students’
experience. A three-part video was made. The
Winter 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com

Oklahoma

Augmented Reality Sandbox
Another effort that has taken root is the display
called the “Sandbox”, which interactively
projects real-time colored contours onto a box
of white sand. The sandbox was featured on
the October 23 edition of the NSPS Radio Hour
(http://www.americaswebradio.com/podcasts/
ACSMOct23.2017.mp3). Darren Leavitt did a
really good job of explaining how the sandbox
can be used to demonstrate surveying principles.
For the past two years, NSPS has had a booth
at the American School Counselors Association
conferences. Attendees have provided great
feedback to NSPS, and expressed interest in having
the sandbox demonstrated at their respective local
schools. NSPS is encouraging state societies to
invest in building a “sandbox” to be used as part
of these demonstrations locally, and for use during
the conferences of the respective state school
counselor associations.
For those who’ve not seen this sandbox, there are
many videos at YouTube. Search term “Augmented
Reality Sandbox”. You will be amazed.
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NSPS Future of Surveying continued from page 7

Building a sandbox is simple and affordable. Plans
and explanations can be found at (http://idav.
ucdavis.edu/~okreylos/ResDev/SARndbox/).

NSPS Radio Hour
NSPS executive director Curt Sumner hosts the
NSPS Radio Hour. To listen to the current show, or
archives of previous shows, visit americaswebradio.
com/nsps-radio-hour. Click the “play” arrow to on
the “radio” to start streaming Audio of the current
show on your computer.

NSPS News & Views
If you have engaged in workforce development
activities in your locality/state, please share your
stories with NSPS News & Views readers. The NSPS
Workforce Development/Forum on the Future of
Surveying initiative is a high priority for the profession.

Your Local Activity
NSPS is encouraging all of the state societies to
share their efforts so that we can post them on our
NSPS website.

MSPS 66th Annual Meeting
February 14-16, 2018

Marriott Minneapolis Northwest | 7025 Northland Dr N | Brooklyn Park, Minnesota
Learn and network with friends, colleagues, and fellow surveyors at our 66th Annual Meeting

The Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors
cordially invites you to attend our 2018 Annual
Meeting, February 14 – 16 in Brooklyn Park,
Minnesota at the Marriot Northwest; Get ready for a
great lineup of educational sessions, exhibitors, and
fun events. Wednesday kicks off with an interesting
full-day seminar featuring national speaker and
CFed coordinator Steve Parrish. Stop by and
visit with our exhibitors starting on Wednesday
afternoon. Wednesday evening, festivities kick off
with a networking icebreaker and optional dinner.
Get your game face on to compete in the optional
“WhirlyBall” event after dinner.
Thursday features 20 informative breakout sessions,
topped off by the vendor social and exciting MLS
8

Foundation auction. We will continue the fun into
the evening with some bean bag challenges and
yard games. Play an instrument? Bring it along for
a great jam session with your musically inclined
peers. We will cap off our time together with more
breakout sessions, followed by scholarship/awards
luncheon. Again by popular demand, we are using
the Guidebook app to help keep you on track and
find everything you need to know and prepare for the
meeting. We look forward to seeing you there.
Apply online:
www.mnsurveyor.com/event/66AnnualMeeting
Apply by mail:
See registration next page.
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MSPS Life Member/Student
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Non-Member
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By 1/22/18
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r
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r
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r $85
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r
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r
r
r
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# of tickets ____________ x $85 = ______________________
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1:00-1:55 p.m.
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r D3
r E3
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r D4
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Friday, February 16
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r G1 r G2 r G3
9:45-10:40 a.m. r H1 r H2 r H3
10:45-11:40 a.m. r I1 r I2 r I3

(*selections to be used to help properly size
session rooms)

PAYMENT:
Note: Payment or Purchase Order must accompany registration to reserve your space. All fields required if paying by credit card.

r Visa/MC
r Check (payable to MSPS)
r P.O. # ______________________________________________________________________
Cardholder Name (print) ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Credit Card # __________________________________________________________ Exp. Date ___________Security Code ___________________
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Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors
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Register online at www.mnsurveyor.com

(For office use only)
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date
CK/CC
amt. paid
bal. due

fin.

Cancellation Policy: Full refunds (minus a $25 processing fee) for cancellations prior to January 22, 2018;
50 percent prior to February 1, 2018; and no refunds thereafter. Substitutions are permitted. Please complete the Cancellation Form
online at www.mnsurveyor.com/2018cancel.
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Opening the Office of Surveyor General of Minnesota: Part 3
Rod Squires, Department of Geography, Environment and Society, University of Minnesota
Prologue
I had planned to write the third and final part of the
story about the start of the Minnesota Surveyor
General’s office in 1857 by concentrating on some
of the difficulties of the deputies as they coped
without all of the records they needed to carry out
their field work. However, I got distracted by looking
at the map, reproduced in an earlier article, Opening
the Office of Surveyor General of Minnesota: Part
1.1 This map showed (a) the surveys undertaken
under the direction of the Surveyors General of Iowa
and Wisconsin between 1847 and 1857, and (b)
the surveys then being carried out under contracts
awarded by Emerson in 1857, the subject of my last
article.2 Here, I describe how the 4th and 5th guide
meridians and the standard parallels they intersect
were run. (Figs. 1a, 1b) I pay particular attention to
one particular deputy, Ehud N. Darling, who ran a
segment of the 5th guide meridian and a segment
of the 4th standard parallel. Darling was one of the
first individuals awarded a contract by Surveyor
General Emerson and completed his contract before
the Surveyor General made his first annual report.3
This article illustrates, again, several points that I
have made before. The field notes for a particular line
segment have a context, a point I have raised several
times in previous articles, most explicitly in the two
articles describing the rectangular surveys lines in
Carver County.4 Any generalizations made about the
way in which the surveys were carried out and the
records of the surveying operations must be treated
as tentative.

Figure 1a. The westernmost surveys in the Minnesota Territory in 1857.5

Introduction6
Standard parallels, lines spaced at regular intervals
north or south of the principal baseline “to provide
for or counteract the error that otherwise would
result from the convergency of meridians” and
“designed to be run in advance of the contiguous
surveys,” were introduced into the rectangular
surveying operation in the Oregon Manual of 1851.7
The following year, on July 10, the Commissioner
of the General Land Office instructed the Surveyor
General of Wisconsin and Iowa, George B. Sargent,
to adopt the Oregon Manual to govern the surveys
in Minnesota.8 On May 16, 1853, his successor,
Warner Lewis, received similar instructions.9
10

Figure 1b. Segments of the 4th and 5th guide and the sequence and
direction in which they were run.
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The 1855 Manual, of relevance to the surveys
described here, stated,
STANDARD PARALLELS (usually called correction
lines) are established at stated intervals to provide for
or counteract the error that otherwise would result
from the convergency of meridians, and also to arrest
error arising from inaccuracies in measurements on
meridian lines, which, however, must ever be studiously avoided. On the north of the principal base line
it is proposed to have these standards run at distances of every four townships, or twenty-four miles,
and on the south of the principal base, at distances of
every five townships, or thirty miles.10

Later in the Manual is the following statement,
The standard parallels are designed to be run in
advance of the contiguous surveys on the south
of them, but circumstances may exist which will
impede or temporarily delay the due extension of
the standard; and … the contiguous townships must
be surveyed in advance of the time of extending the
standard, in any such event it will become the duty
of the deputy who shall afterwards survey any such
standard to plant thereon the double set of corners,
to wit, the standard corners, to be marked S. C., and
the closing ones which are to be marked C. C; and
to make such measurements as may be necessary
to connect the closing corners and complete the
unfinished meridianal lines of such contiguous and
prior surveys, …. 11

So, standard parallels were to be spaced 24 miles
apart and usually run before township exteriors
between it and the standard parallel to the south
had been established. The deputy running the
parallel would establish standard corners, from
which township exteriors to the north would be run
and closing corners, at which township exteriors run
from the south would intersect the standard.
In his book, A History of the Rectangular Survey
System, White stated that the Commissioner directed
the Surveyor General to begin the surveys west of
the Mississippi River by running guide meridians and
standard parallels according to the 1851 Oregon
Manual in his letter of July 10, 1852. He stated that the
letter also instructed Sargent to use standard parallels
and check meridians in Iowa and Wisconsin to avoid
double corners wherever possible.12 However, the
Oregon Manual did not mention check meridians,
now called guide meridians, nor did the Manual of
Surveying Instructions issued by the General Land
Office on February 22, 1855. Incorrectly, White stated
that the Manual of 1855 “established the present
system of baselines, principal meridians, spacing of
standard parallels, and guide meridians.”13
Winter 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com

Guide meridians, lines running parallel to the
principal meridian at regular intervals, were
apparently introduced in a letter sent by the
Commissioner to Surveyor General George B.
Sargent on May 16, 1852, in which he wrote,
It is … proposed … to project an adequate number of
check meridians, on which the corners of future surveys, to start therefrom, will be duly established. Such
meridians, to be established prior to running the Standard Parallels, will be made to operate as a check on
the true geographical position of the same – and such
meridians, to great extent, may also be made to govern the surveys on both sides of them; for in surveying towards a check meridian, on which the corners
are pre-established, whenever the closings can be
made by course lines to the pre-established corners,
without at all disfiguring the surveys, double corners
can thereby be avoided; Nevertheless in cases where
the departure from the cardinal points would be too
great so to admit, double corners will be unavoidable.
By these methods, it is thought, to restrict the absolute necessity for double corners within the smallest
possible limits.
The check meridians suggested are illustrated on
the accompanying diagrams.14 While the principle is
commended to your most careful consideration, the
detailed mode of applying the same to revision or
amendment, where you may find good reason to suggest such.15

The following year, in his May 16 letter to Surveyor
General Warner Lewis, the Commissioner gave more
precise instructions about the meridians, which he
now called guide meridians,
It seems to be advisable that a Guide Meridian
(which we will call number one) should be run from
the Northern boundary of Iowa to the Mississippi
River, starting from the dividing line between ranges
seventeen and eighteen West, so as to strike the
Mississippi river somewhere in the neighborhood of
Fort Snelling. Another guide meridian (number two)
should start from the boundary line, where the same
is intersected by the line between ranges twenty-four
and twenty-five West.16

Later, in the letter he wrote,
On these guide Meridians, the township, section, and
quarter section corners are to be established after
the methods prescribed for the Oregon surveys; and
such meridians to regulate the subsequent surveying
operations, are to be run with the aid of the Burt’s Solar
Compass, and with the greatest possible care and
precision chained with great accuracy, and the corner
boundaries, whether mounds or posts, established and
identified in the best and most enduring manner. 17
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And still later, he wrote,
Since the instructions were prepared, but before
completion, the utility has suggested itself, of another
guide meridian, forty-two miles to the east of that
marked No. 1. It had previously been designated to omit
the same from consideration of economy only, but, for
the purpose of ensuring greater accuracy, binding the
surveys yet more effectually together, and limiting error, it
has been concluded to propose another guide meridian,
making four East of the Waraju, and which will be known
respectively, as guide Meridians No. 1, 2, 3, & 4.
It is designed that these guide Meridians shall be double
chained, one set of chainmen following the other, such
operation is likely to increase the expense, but it is hoped
that you will be able so to arrange your contracts, as to
bring such expense within the legal maximum, and on
this subject you are requested, as soon as possible, to
advise this office.18

So, guide meridians were to be run before standard
parallels and spaced 42 miles apart.
With this background, I can now describe how deputies
awarded contracts by Surveyor General Lewis and
Surveyor General Emerson ran guide meridians along
with standard parallels across the land surface of the
Minnesota Territory west of the Mississippi River.19
No. BLM vol. page Contract date

Guides and Meridians Run under Warner
Lewis (Fig. 2, 3)
The Surveyor General of Wisconsin and Iowa,
Warner Lewis, awarded contracts to extend
the 4th guide northwards, in segments, from
the Minnesota-Iowa border to the 8th standard,
and to run segments of the several standards
with which the guide intersected.20 (Fig. 2) He
had also awarded two contracts to run two
segments of the 5th guide, 100 miles north
of the Minnesota-Iowa border, along with
the 4th, 5th, and 6th standards that the guide
intersected.21 (Fig. 3) In his annual report, dated
October 12, 1857, he wrote:
The fourth guide meridian through townships one
hundred and twenty-one to townships one hundred
and thirty-two, inclusive, has been established, as
also the sixth, seventh and eighth standard parallels
east of said guide meridian to the Mississippi river.
The fifth guide meridian through townships one
hundred and seventeen to township one hundred and
twenty-four, inclusive, has been established, as also
the fourth, fifth and sixth standard parallels east of
said meridian, and all the proper township and range
lines between the boundaries last named.22

Deputy

Work (Direction of Surveyed Line)

Date of Work

1
2

E5039 3-26
E5039 27-70

June 20, 1854

John Ball

4th guide from territorial line to 1st standard (N)
1st standard from 3rd to 4th guide (E true W)

July 10-12, 1854
July 17-21, 1854

3
4

E5046 3-26
E5046 27, 29-70

June 20, 1854

John Ball (2)23

4th guide from 1st to 2nd standard (N)
2nd standard from 3rd to 4th guide (E. true W)

July 21-Aug. 31, 1854
Sept. 8-11, 1854

5
6

E5057 4-27
E5057 28-70

Sept. 12, 1854

John Ball (1)

4th guide from 2nd to the 3rd standard (N)
3rd standard from 3rd to 4th guide (E. true W)

Oct. 13-19, 1854
Oct. 25-30, 1854

7
8
9

E5064 2-25
E5064 26-68
E5064 69-92

June 4, 1855

John Ryan (1)

4th guide from 3rd to 4th standard (N)
4th standard from 3rd to 4th guide (E. true W)
4th guide from 4th to 5th standard (N)

June 22-July 25, 1855
July 27-Aug. 17, 1855
July 27-Aug. 2, 185524

10

E5072 1-6225

June 4, 1855

John Ryan (9)

5th standard from 3rd to 4th guide (E. true W)

Nov,1-11, 1855

11
12

E5077A 2-2626
E5077A 27-4927

May 25, 185628

William
Anderson

4th guide from 5th to 6th standard (N)
6th standard from 4th guide to Mississippi

June 4-July 1, 1856
June 16 -30, 1856

E5077B 1-1829
E5077B 19-42
E5077B 43-48
E5077B 49-69

No date

None given

5th standard R.29W-R.31W
4th guide T.121N-T.124N
5th standard correction R.25W
5th standard R.26W-R.28W

Ended Nov.11, 1855
No dates
No dates
Began Nov. 7, 1855

13
14

E5111 4-30
E5111 31-43

No date

William
Anderson

4th guide from 6th to 7th standard (N)
7th standard from 4th guide to Mississippi (E)30

No dates31
No dates

15
16

E5120 4-30
E5120 31-4932

May 12, 1856

William
Anderson

4th guide from 7th to 8th standard (N)
8th standard from 4th guide to Mississippi (E)33

No dates34

Figure 2. Segments of the 4th Guide Meridian and intersecting Standard Parallels run under contracts awarded by the Surveyor General Lewis shown
in Figure 1.35
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Letter BLM vol. page Contract date

Deputy

Work (Direction of Surveyed Line)

Date of Work

A
B

E5103 5-47
E5103 54-79

May 25, 1856

John Ryan

5th standard from 4th to 5th guide (W)36
5th guide from 5th to 6th standard (N)

July 8-14, 1856
July 14-18, 1856

C

E5108 4-48

May 25, 1856

John Ryan

6th standard from 4th to 5th guide (E. true W)37

July 18- Aug. 15, 1856

D
E

E5099 4-27
E5099 28-70

Aug. 13, 1856
No dates

A.H. Runyon

5th guide from 4th to 5th standard (S)
4th standard from 4th to 5th guide (E. true W)

Began Aug. 31,1856
No dates38

F
G

E5082 4-27
E5082 28-70
E5082 78-83

Feb. 4, 1857

James A Langton

None noted39

John O. Brunius

5th guide from state line to 1st standard (N)
1st standard from 4th to 5th guide (E. true W)
Resurvey part south exterior T.105N R.35W

No dates
No dates40
Aug. 18, 1858

Figure 3. Segments of the 5th Guide Meridian and intersecting Standard Parallels run under contracts awarded by Surveyor General Lewis shown in Figure 1.

No. BLM vol. page Contract date

Deputy

Work (Direction of Surveyed Line)

Date of Work

H

E5116 2-41

May 25, 1856

McMahan & Ball43

5th guide from 6th to 7th standard (N)

Aug.20-Sept.3, 1857

I

E5117 4-59

May 25, 1856

McMahan & Ball

7th standard from 4th to 5th guide (E. true W)

Sept.8-Dec.7,18576

J
K

E5094 6-33
E5094 34-73

Aug. 13, 1856
No dates

Ehud N. Darling

5th guide from 4th to 5th standard (S)
3rd standard from 5th to 4th Guide (E. true W)

July 27-July 31, 1857
Aug.12-17, 1857

L
M
N

E5087 5-30
E5087 31-74
E5093 4-31

Aug. 18, 1857

Jacob M. Myers

5th guide from 1st to 2nd standard (N)
3rd standard from 4th to 5th Guide (E. true W)
5th guide from 2nd to 3rd standard (N)

Began Sept.25, 1857
Ended Oct.10, 1857
Sept.28-Oct.4, 1857

Figure 4. Segments of the 5th Guide Meridian and intersecting Standard Parallels run under contracts awarded by Surveyor General Emerson shown
in Figure 1.

Guides and Meridians Run under Charles
L. Emerson (Fig. 4)
On June 18, 1857 Emerson wrote to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office,
The 4th Guide Mer. should be extended North to the
9th Parallel; The 5th Guide Mer. to be run from the 1st
to the 4th Parallel; The 5th 6th and 7th Guide Meridians
to be established between the 5th and 9th Parallels;
The 2nd and 3rd Parallels to be extended West to
the 5th Guide Mer. township lines and subdivisions
between the 4th and 5th Guide Mer. South of the 4th
Parallel should immediately follow.
Standard Parallels from 5 to 9 inclusive, should be
run West to the 7th Guide Mer. Township lines and
subdivisions embraced within Meridians and Parallels
above described should be made at an early day.41
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On July 3, 1857, the Surveyor General contracted
with William McMahan and John Ball to establish
the 5th guide — the range line between R.131 and
132 – from the 6th standard — the township line
between T.124N and T.125N — to the 7th standard
— the township line between T.128N and T.129N. The
deputies began inauspiciously, on August 26, writing,
From the 6th Standard Parallel up to the ¼ sec. corner
between sec 13 & 18 Township 127N Range 38 & 39
west, being a correction from a “mistake” discovered
in the triangulation of White Bear Lake making the
true distance over same 97.50 chains, which makes
the correction 25.12 chains north to each corner
north of White Bear Lake up to the above described
¼ sec corner.42
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The deputies began at a standard corner, writing,
Commencing at a post & mound on the 6th Standard
parallel marked S.C. on the South side & T.125N
S.31 on the NE side & R 38 Sec 36 on the NW which
marks taken collectively with other marks shows a
mistake in marking the Range 38 on the North West
side. Otherwise established as per instructions or
notes furnished by the Sur Gen.44

They finished by setting closing corner on the 7th
standard that would serve as the southwest corner
of T.129N R.38 & 39.45
On July 15, 1857, the Surveyor General awarded
Ehud N. Darling a contract to run a segment of the 5th
guide, a segment of the 3rd standard – the township

line between T.112N and T.113N – and several
township exteriors.46 The deputy’s notes of his work
under this contract comprise five volumes; one for the
guide meridian, one for the standard parallel, and four
for the township exterior lines. (Fig. 5)
Three days after awarding the contract Emerson
wrote to the deputy, providing him with additional
instructions,
Your contract of the 15th inst. assigns you the
extension of the 3rd Standard parallel from the 4th
to the 5th Guide Meridian, the 5th Guide Meridian
from the 3rd to the 4th Standard parallel, and
the survey of all the Township lines between said
Meridian and parallel.

5th guide meridian

BLM E5094 3-33

July 27-31

3rd standard parallel

BLM E5094 34-79

Aug. (1?)- Aug. 17

Exteriors

BLM E9095

Aug. 20-Sept. 2

Exteriors

BLM E5096

Sept. 3-11

Exteriors

BLM E5097

Sept. 12-18

Figure 5. Field Notebooks of Ehud N. Darling completed under a contract from Surveyor General Charles Emerson dated July 15, 1857.

In the execution of this work you are instructed to
establish the 5th Guide Meridian, between the 3d
& 4th Standard parallels, before extending the 3d
Standard. With this end in view you will repair to
the South West corner of T.117N R.38W, as already
established on the 4th Standard parallel, and from a
point 40 chains East of said corner you will run a line
due south, establishing thereon, the proper quarter
section, section, and Township corners, and at the
end of 24 miles, you will establish the S.W. corner of
T.113N R.38W,47
From this corner you will run a random line East until
you intersect the S.W. corner of T.113N R.31W on the
4th Guide Meridian when you will correct back to your
starting point, establishing as you proceed West the
proper quarter section, section and Township corners.48
After you have thus established the 5th Guide Meridian and the 3d Standard parallel, you will proceed to
lay off into Townships the tract of country lying between the said Meridians and parallels in the manner
described by the printed General instructions, a copy
of which is herewith furnished you.49

Essentially, Darling was instructed to create a
closing corner on the 4th standard, 40 chains east of
the corner established by Runyon the previous year,
and a standard corner on the 3rd standard. His field
notes recorded how he ran the segments of the 5th
guide and the 4th standard. (Fig. 5, 6, 7)
14

Figure 6. Cover to BLM E5094.50
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Page

Data

Date51

352

Description of the volume’s content

453

Names of assistants

6-1254

S. ends at 115-116 38/39

July 27-2855

13-19

S. ends at 114-115 38/3956

July 28-29

22-27

S. ends at 113-114 38/39

July 29-30

28-33

S. ends at 112-113 38/39

July 30-31

34

E random, ends at to 113-31/32

No date

35-40

W. true, ends at 113-32/33

Ended August 12

41-46

W. true, ends at 113-33/34

No date

47, 50-55

W. true, ends at 113-34/35

August 13-14

56-61

W. true, ends at 113-35/36

August 14-15

62-68

W. true, ends at 113-36/37

August 15-16

69-73

W. true, ends at 113-37/38

No date

74-79

W. true, ends at 113-38/3957

No date

82-83

Darling’s final affidavit, notarized

October 22

84-85

List of assistants, their final affidavits
notarized by Darling

October 6, 1857

Figure 7. Details of Field Notebook Vol. E5094.58

He first ran the 5th guide, following the instructions
given to him by the Surveyor General beginning “at
s.w.corner to Township 117 North Range 38 West,”
and ran east on the 4th standard parallel, established
in September of the previous year by A. H. Runyon.59
Finding the corner to T.116 R.38-39 lay in a river,
he wrote, “set witness corner 50 lks west of true
corner drove chared (sic) stake, built mound of
earth & c.”60 (Fig. 9) He then ran south, as shown in
Figure 7, setting posts every 40 chains to establish
quarter quarter section corners, section corners, and
township corners. The 3rd standard had not yet been
run so he could not intersect it.

Figure 8. The standard corner set by Runyon and the closing corner set
by Darling on the 4th standard parallel.61
Opening the Office . . . Part 3, continued on page 16
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He then ran east on a random line along the south
boundary of 113-32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38 to the
4th guide meridian, 42 miles and two chains distant,
setting temporary corners every 40 chains, and
intersecting the 4th guide 7 links north of the standard
corner to T.113-31/32.62 (Fig.10)

Conclusion
The segments of all rectangular survey lines,
including the segments described in this article,
ran from an established point in a certain direction
for a certain distance. The ending point of a line
segment was a previously established corner point,
an existing boundary line, or a water course. Any
segment of a line was therefore relative to other
segments of that, and other, lines. The notes for a
particular line segment must be placed in context, a
point I have raised several times in previous articles,
most explicitly in the two articles describing the
rectangular surveys lines in Carver County.65
Modern land surveyors easily make sense of the
pages of a particular volume of the field notes
relevant to their current work. For others, like myself,
interested in reconstructing surveying operations,
the field notes have greater and more lasting
value. How and when individual deputies recorded
their notes and how and when these notes were
subsequently assembled into volumes and indexed
is an interesting and neglected story of how the
surveys were actually carried out.

Figure 9. The standard corner intersected by Darling on the 4th guide.63

Calculating the correction to be “16 2/3 links south per mile
& 2.00 links west” he then ran west on a true line setting
the appropriate corners and a standard corner to define
the southwest corner to T.113N R.38 west.64 (Fig. 10)

As I have often stated in talks, any generalizations
made about the way in which the surveys were
carried out and the nature of the survey records
available in the Minnesota History Collections must
be treated as tentative.

End Notes
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
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Minnesota Surveyor vol. 25 no. 3 (Summer 2017) 22. The
original map was published in United States. Congress.
House H.Ex.doc.2 pt.4 35th Congress 1st session Serial
Set 945. (Maps were given no page number.)
“Opening the Office of Surveyor General of Minnesota:
Part 2” Minnesota Surveyor vol. 25 no. 4 (Fall 2017).
United States, Congress.H.Exec.Doc. 2 pt. 1, 35th
Congress, 1st Session. Serial Set Vol. No. 942. 123
Table B “Surveys undertaken since last report”.
“The Public Land Survey Lines in Carver County;
Township Exteriors,” Minnesota Surveyor vol. 22 no. 3
(Fall, 2014); “The Public Land Survey Lines in Carver
County: Township Subdivisions” Minnesota Surveyor
vol. 22 no. 4 (Winter 2014).
This is a portion of the map referenced in end note 1.
For more information than I can include here, see
my previous articles, “Standard parallels and guide
meridians in western Minnesota” Minnesota Surveyor
vol. 16 no. 2 (Summer 2008) and “Standard parallels
and guide meridians in western Minnesota” Minnesota
Surveyor vol. 16 no. 3 (Autumn 2008).
See C. Albert White. A History of the Rectangular
Survey System (Government Printing Office,
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10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.

Washington, DC. 1983) p. 436 ff. Previously, errors in
lines running north and south — caused by the curvature
of the earth — had been corrected through correction
lines spaced at varying distances from each other.
Ibid 115. Sargent received his directions in a letter dated
July 10, 1852. On April 23, the previous year, he had been
sent copies of the Manuals with instructions to run his
range lines north to intersections with the correction lines
and establish closing corners according to the Manual.
The instructions contained in the Oregon Manual
controlled the work of deputies in the Minnesota
Territory from July 1852 until February 1855, when that
Manual was revised and republished as “a manual of
instruction to regulate the field operations of deputy
surveyors” in “surveying districts established in and
since the year 1850” Ibid 457ff.
White end note 7 460.
Ibid 464.
Ibid 116.
Ibid 119. Guide meridian do not appear in any Surveying
Manual until 1889, Ibid 72, 556. Neither “standard
parallels” nor “check meridians” (now called “guide
meridians’) were new surveying terms. White suggested
guide meridians were introduced as “standard
meridians” in 1818. Ibid 72.
I have not seen the diagram mentioned.
“Letters Sent by the General Land Office to Surveyors
General, 1796-1901” National Archives Microfilm M27
vol. 15 2-5.
Ibid 291-297. Undoubtedly, these instructions should
be defined as special instructions although they were
directed at the Surveyor General rather than a particular
deputy.
Id.
Id.
I have written more about the letter; see end note 6.
This represents only a portion of the deputy’s contract,
which was generally awarded to run a segment of a
guide and a segment of a standard. Three checks,
areas between the segments of two standard parallels
spaced 24 miles (4 townships) apart, and segments
of two guide meridians spaced 42 miles (6 townships)
apart of two standard parallels spaced 24 miles (4
townships) apart, and had already been extended west.
The surveys spread for the convenience of the
prospective landowners, not necessarily for the
convenience of the deputies who established the lines.
United States, Congress. S.Exec.Doc.2, 35th Congress,
1st Session. Serial Set Vol. No. 942 137.
All volumes contain information on their front cover. Most
relevant is a volume number, the name of the deputy, the
number of the book in a series of books containing the
notes of his work carried out under a particular contract,
and an index showing both the line segments he ran and
the page number on which the notes concerning that
segment can be found. Just when this information was
added to the deputy’s notes in not known but we can
assume that it was added by the clerks in the Surveyor
General’s office. The numbering of the volumes is a topic
that needs to be explored.
Last page of the notes in BLM E5064, p. 92 dated August
2, 1855, deputy’s final affidavit certified by the Surveyor
General, September 18, 1855 (BLM E5064 94)
BLM E5072 2-9 notes on the south line of section 25
R.26W “See Ryan’s corrections” red ink
BLM E5077A 10-26 “See Ryan’s corrections” red ink
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27. 27-45 “See Ryan’s corrections” red ink, 45-49
corrections to the notes in red ink
28. In annual report SG reported contract date May 26
29. Volume labeled “copy”
30. The deputy first ran a line 20 chains west from the closing
corner of T.128N R.31 & 32, which was the northwest
corner to T.128N R.31W, and establish a standard corner
T.129N R. 31 & 32W
31. Pages missing, notes not notarized
32. In his general description, Anderson noted “Crow Wing
Village lies opposite & one & ½mile below.” BLM E5120
p.49
33. The deputy first ran a line 20 chains west from the
northwest corner of T.132N R.31W to establish a
standard corner to T.133N R.31 & 32W
34. Affidavit notarized by Surveyor General Lewis July 27,
1858
35. See Endnote 1
36. Started at the southeast corner of T.121N R.32W set by
him previously
37. BLM E5108 p.4. Random commenced July 18 and
finished July 25
38. Deputy’s final affidavit certified Nov 28, 1856
39. Presumably the deputy corrected the line segment so
that he could subdivide T.105N R.35W Aug. 17-21, 1858
under his contract dated July 8, 1858 (BLM I5474 3-82)
40. Deputy’s final affidavit certified Nov 10, 1857
41. All volumes contain information on their front cover. Most
relevant is a volume number, the name of the deputy, the
number of the book in a series of books containing the
notes of his work carried out under a particular contract,
and an index showing both the line segments he ran and
the page number on which the notes concerning that
segment can be found. Just when this information was
added to the deputy’s notes in not known, but we can
assume that it was added by the clerks in the Surveyor
General’s office. The numbering of the volumes is a topic
that needs to be explored.
42. Minnesota Historical Society. State Archives. “U.S.
Surveyor General of Minnesota, Letters Sent.” Book J 355.
43. John Ball signed the preliminary oath July 3, 1857, listing
himself as the compassman. BLM E5116 6 There is no
mention of McMahan although he did sign the final affidavit.
44. BLM E5116 41
45. Ibid 37.
46. On August 20, 1856, Darling received a contract to
subdivide townships in the Minnesota Territory west of the
Mississippi from the Surveyor General of Wisconsin and
Iowa, Warner Lewis, completing that contract on June 23,
1857. His notes can be found in volumes I5341 and I5342
in the BLM General Land Office Records database, online
at https://glorecords.blm.gov/default.aspx
47. The 4th standard had been run between the 4th and 5th
guide the previous year by A. H. Runyon. Note Darling
was instructed to run the 5th guide south from a closing
corner, which he was to establish 40 chains east of the
standard corner set by Runyon. At the end of 24 miles
he was to set a corner, which would become a standard
corner on the 3rd standard parallel.
48. The 4th guide — the line between R.31W and R.32W
— had been run north from the southwest corner of
T.109N R.31W to the northwest corner of T.112N R.31
by John Ball under his contract with Surveyor General
Warner Lewis dated September 12, 1856. Deputy Ball
had previously run the 3rd standard — the line between
T.108N and T.109N — October 25-30, 1854. He reported
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49.
50.

51.
52.

53.
54.

55.
56.

57.

intersecting the northwest corner of T.112N R 31, a
closing corner set previously by him, setting a post for
the standard corner, the southwest corner of T.113N
R.32W 20 chains further west. BLM E5057 72.
Minnesota Historical Society. State Archives. “U.S.
Surveyor General Correspondence Letters Sent” Book J
384-385.
The cover of the volumes containing the notes of the
deputy who ran township exterior lines, or a segment of a
guide meridian or standard parallel that would also serve
as such, contains an index showing the page numbers
associated with a particular line segment.
Dates taken from the field note volume E5094 on the
BLM database.
“Field Notes of the Survey of the (5th) fifth guide meridian
from the fourth to the third Standard Parallel and of
the third Standard Parallel from the 5th to the 4th guide
meridian in the Territory of Minnesota by Ehud N. Darling,
deputy Surveyor under contract bearing date the 15th day
of July 1857 commenced 27th (July) & finished Aug. 17,
1857.” No data p.2.
See endnote 1
A portion of the notes on BLM 6 has been crossed out and
followed by presumably corrections. Perhaps this may be
a way, albeit a clumsy way, to characterize the notes that
we can say unequivocally were written by the deputy.
On July 27 he compared his chain with a standard chain
and found it correct BLM 9.
BLM 16-17 notes crossed out in red ink with a notation,
“See subdivision T.115. R.39 Page 7 for notes of this
Corner Reestablished with the bearing tree data
contained in the Subdivision notes.”
He sets a standard corner to define the southwest corner
to T.113N R.38 at 82 chains from the corner to sections
31 & 32. There was no closing corner to T.112N R.38W
when he ran the line. The 5th guide segments south of
the 3rd standard had not yet been run, see Figure 4.

58. “Field Notes of the Survey of the (5th) fifth guide
meridian from the fourth to the third Standard Parallel
and of the third Standard Parallel from the 5th to the 4th
guide meridian in the Territory of Minnesota by Ehud
N. Darling, deputy Surveyor under contract bearing
date the 15th day of July 1857 commenced 27th (July) &
finished Aug. 17, 1857”.
59. See BLM E5099. Here, the 4th standard parallel is now
dividing line between Renville and Chippewa counties.
60. BLM E5094 6. He thus established the offset required
for lines running north from a standard parallel but,
of course those lines had already been established
by Runyon. Darling ran the 5th guide meridian south
from the 4th to the 3rd standard parallel. But of course
he had to ensure that his line began 40 chains east of
where the 5th guide already run continued north.
61. The standard corner set by Runyon was the southwest
corner of T.117N R.38W. The closing corner set by
Darling was the northwest corner of T.116N R.38W.
62. Note: he recorded that he ran his random line from
east to west although he actually ran it west to east.
63. The standard corner, the southwest corner of T.113N
R.31W, was set by John Ryan.
64. There was no closing corner because the township
lines south of the 3rd standard had not been run.
65. “The Public Land Survey Lines in Carver County;
Township Exteriors,” Minnesota Surveyor vol. 22
no. 3 (Fall 2014); “The Public Land Survey Lines in
Carver County: Township Subdivisions” Minnesota
Surveyor vol. 22 no. 4 (Winter 2014). Modern land
surveyors should easily make sense of those pages
of a particular volume of the field notes relevant to
their current work. But for others, how the notes were
recorded by the deputies and how the volumes were
organized and indexed can tell an interesting and
neglected story of the how the surveys were actually
carried out.

MSPS Members: Get Recognized for
and Share Your Work on Projects!
MSPS will recognize interesting and outstanding work by our members via a special section in
the Minnesota Surveyor magazine! We’re looking for projects that presented challenges requiring
creative solutions, unique projects, big projects, weird projects, etc. Simply write up a description
of the project including the basics of the project, some description of what made it unique and any
particular surveying techniques that you employed. Include photos and any other documents that
help tell the story. Send submissions to Staff Editor Laurie Pumper at lauriep@ewald.com.

The deadline for the Spring 2018 issue is March 1, 2018.
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Peter W. Blethen, LS, Memorial Scholarship
The Minnesota Land Surveyors Foundation is accepting
donations to the Blethen Memorial Scholarship in
memory of long-time MSPS member Peter W. Blethen.
Peter was a graduate of the
University of Colorado, Boulder;
he was a dedicated employee of
Bolton & Menk, Inc., for more than
31 years until his retirement in 2014.
Peter passed away in January
2016 following a courageous battle
with cancer. He was a Registered
Land Surveyor in both Minnesota
and Iowa. Peter worked very hard
in advancing survey technology
within Bolton & Menk as well as in
the surveying industry. In addition
to his MSPS membership, Peter
served in multiple capacities within
the society — including as chapter
secretary, chapter vice president, chapter president,
MSPS board member, secretary and president.
Peter was recognized as MSPS Surveyor of the Year
in 2006 for his contributions to the land surveying
profession in Minnesota.

Throughout Peter’s career, he supported the work of the
MLS Foundation. He believed there was no better way
to promote the surveying profession than to support
surveying students in their education. In 2002, he was
the first owner of the prestigious
MSPS Traveling Bearing Tree Trophy.
Further demonstrating his strong
belief in surveying education, Peter
served on the South Central College
Civil Engineering Technology Advisory
Committee and on the MnDOT Survey
Technical Workshop Committee.
The Foundation is working with
Peter’s family to determine the criteria
for the Blethen Memorial Scholarship.
In the meantime, we encourage
members to make a donation to the
scholarship fund.

Yes, I wish to donate to the Peter W. Blethen Memorial Scholarship
Donor Information:

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: _______________
Email Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Send checks and/or correspondence to:
MLS Foundation
c/o Dennis J. Purcell, PLS
1399 Wood Duck Trail
Shakopee, MN 55379-9430
dpurcell20@hotmail.com

The Minnesota Land Surveyors Foundation is a
501(c)3 nonprofit corporation. A tax deduction receipt
will be provided to each donor.

Make checks payable to: MLS Foundation
Please note that your donation is for the Blethen
Memorial Scholarship.
Winter 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com
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Trig-Star and the Land Surveyor
Tony Gregory

Trig-Star is a high school mathematics competition
that is sponsored by the National Society of
Professional Surveyors (NSPS). The competition is
available to students attending any high school in
the country, based on sponsorship by the individual
state land surveying societies and/or by a local land
surveyor. The purpose of Trig-Star, per the NSPS
webpage (http://www.nsps.us.com/?page=TrigStar) is:
•

•
•

To promote the study of trigonometry in high
school and to promote excellence in the mastery
of trigonometry by honoring the individual
student who has demonstrated superior skill
among classmates at the high school level.
To acquaint high school trigonometry students
with the use and practical application of
trigonometry in the surveying profession.
To build an awareness of surveying as a
profession among mathematically-skilled high
school students, career guidance counselors
and high school math teachers.

Trig-Star was created by Russell E. Kastelle, a
Registered Land Surveyor from North Dakota. His
idea for the program began in 1984 as the local
test was made available across the country. Today,
the Trig-Star contest consists of two levels — level
1, which is administered at local high schools, and
level 2, which is the national test given to state
winners. In many cases, awards are provided locally
by state society chapters or sponsors, and at the
state level by the state societies. National awards
are provided by NSPS to the first, second, and third
place student winners, as well as to their respective
high school math teachers. See http://www.nsps.
us.com/?page=TrigStar for more information on
the contest levels and awards.
In addition to the annual Trig-Star contest, NSPS
also sponsors a Trig-Star scholarship. The
scholarship is available to high school seniors,
or college freshmen or sophomores who have
previously participated in the Trig-Star contest.
Additionally, the applicant must be planning to
enroll, or already be enrolled, in a college degree
program in a subject within the land surveying
profession. The annual award is in the amount of
Winter 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com

$5,000. Recent Trig-Star scholarship recipients have
been from Ohio, Idaho, California, and Pennsylvania.
See http://www.nsps.us.com/?page=TSScholarship
for more details.
The success of the Trig-Star program hinges on the
support and sponsorship of the state societies and local
test sponsors. The cost of the program is covered by
sponsorship fees. A single sponsorship, which allows
for the administration of the test at one high school, is
$70 (which includes a winner’s plaque) or $50 (no plaque
included). A more cost-effective option is the statewide
sponsorship, which allows for unlimited administration of
the test within the state. The program also receives some
support from outside organizations and private donors.
So, why should local land surveyors and state land
surveying societies get involved in Trig-Star? The obvious
benefits of the program, based on the purposes stated
above, are to reward mathematically-skilled students,
and to build awareness of land surveying as a profession
among high school students, guidance counselors and
teachers. However, other unseen benefits exist. One that
has become more and more obvious is the attraction of
the program to high school trigonometry teachers. It has
been stated often by teachers who regularly participate
in the program that it provides “real-world applications
of trigonometry that they can teach to.” And, as the
teachers’ interest grows, the awareness of land surveying
as a profession also grows.
The Trig-Star competition is currently administered on
paper. However, the NSPS Trig-Star committee has
been exploring various methods that would allow for the
competition to be administered online. A long-standing
goal of the committee is that the competition be active
in all states. Recently, a new participation high mark of
39 states was reached. The program needs the support
of land surveyors at all levels from every state in order to
reach higher levels. Interested individuals or organizations
can contact NSPS via the web address listed above for
additional information.
MSPS pays the Trig-Star statewide sponsorship. For
more information on the Minnesota Trig-Star program,
please contact Janele Fowlds (janelefo@bolton-menk.com),
MSPS Trig-Star Chair.
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Legislation

MSPS Member Benefit

MSPS retains a lobbyist to monitor Minnesota legislative activity and disseminate information to members.
MSPS represents the legal interests of Minnesota surveyors before the state legislature, state agencies,
and the licensing board. The American Congress on Surveying & Mapping (ACSM) is your representative for
legislation at the national level.

MSPS Chapter Chairs
A reminder to send your meeting notices and minutes to the MSPS office
so that we may post the information on the MSPS website.
Send information to Lee Helgen at
msps@mnsurveyor.com
we are happy to promote your Chapter events!
View committee information online:

www.mnsurveyor.com/?page=msps_committees
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Future City Competition

Mike Fangman, Rice County Surveyor
“What do you want to be when you grow up?”
Elementary and middle school students are
frequently asked this question. Most respond with
energetic and familiar answers; “police officer!”,
“scientist!”, “nurse!”, “firefighter!” The Future City
Competition is an opportunity to promote the
response, “land surveyor!”
DiscoverE (formerly known as National Engineers
Week Foundation) developed the Future City
Competition 26 years ago to foster math,
engineering and science skills. The competition has
grown to include more than 40,000 middle school
participants nationwide. Students are tasked with
designing and building cities set at least 100 years in
the future. The theme for the 2017-2018 competition
is “Age-Friendly City”.
The first phase of the competition involves building
a virtual city within the game SimCity. Teams are
exposed to concepts such as urban planning, zoning,
economics, transportation design, pollution control
and resource management. Students quickly learn
the impacts of not building a fire station or raising
property taxes 200%, as the simulation reacts to their
decisions. Judges download team entries and submit
scores online in late November.
The second phase involves a 1,500 word
collaborative essay describing their city. Each team
is required to describe two innovative, futuristic and
engineered solutions to problems as they relate to
the current theme, “The Age-Friendly City”. Future
City Competition disseminates detailed rubrics
for participants and judges that clearly lay out
expectations. Judges download essays and submit
scores online in late December.

transportation and innovative design. Judges for this
portion of the competition are required to attend the
one-day regional competition in late January.
Teams may elect to compete for special awards.
Last year a special award for Best Land Surveying
Practices was added. Peter Jenkins (MnDOT)
and Rick Morey (MnDOT - retired) navigated the
halls of Dunwoody College of Technology as they
participated as special award judges last January.
It is essential that members of the Land Surveying
community continue to support this award by
volunteering their time.
Volunteering as a team mentor allows professionals
to interact with teams along all phases of the
competition. This is a great opportunity to highlight
the profession of land surveying and explain how
land surveyors contribute to building cities. Mentors
typically meet with teams several times a month
beginning in November.
There’s still time to get involved this year. Judges
are needed for the regional competition to be held
on Jan. 20, 2018, at Dakota County Technical
College in Rosemount. If interested in volunteering,
please register at: https://secure.futurecity.org/Minn/
JudgeBin/Judge/Enroll
Colleen Feller is the regional coordinator of the
Future City Competition. Questions may be directed
to her at colleen.feller@metroecsu.org or 612-6381511. Additional information about the program may
be found at www.futurecity.org/Minnesota

During the final phase, teams build 3D models
of the city described in their essay and prepare
presentations that encompass everything they’ve
learned along the way. Teams are expected to
incorporate concepts such as scale, essential
infrastructure, zoning, city services, interconnectivity,

Winter 2018 • www.mnsurveyor.com
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In Memoriam: James (Jim) E. Boerhave

By Connie Villari with assistance from Keith Dahl, Scott Trosen, Tom Arneson and Ron Murphy
Every now and again a character larger than life
enters the scene. For me and many others in our
profession, that character was James (Jim) E.
Boerhave. Jim passed away on December 9, 2017
at the age of 87. Besides being a dedicated family
man to his three children and lovely wife of 64 years
Sandra, he was a member of various organization
and was fiercely devoted to the profession of land
surveying.

One of his mentees, Tom Arneson recounts, “I was
hired by Jim at BRW in 1974 as an LSIT. He was
a great mentor and boss. Jim always visited our
boundary survey sites before signing surveys. He’d
often visit the site before the crew went out and
would dictate hints and instructions for the crew
into a little recorder. We often stayed at the office
late discussing boundary issues.”

Boerhave was born in Iowa in 1929 and raised
on a farm in Pipestone, Minn. He served in the
National Guard and enlisted in the Army in 1949.
He was a heavy equipment operator in the Korean
War until honorably discharged in 1952. When
Jim returned, he decided to pursue his interest in
surveying at Dunwoody College of Technology. Early
on Jim worked for Minder, Suburban and Dolan
Engineering and E.C. Bather and Associates. He
moved to the metro area in 1971 while working for
BRW and stayed there until he started Boerhave
Land Surveying on January 3, 1984. He remained in
business until recently, finally giving up his license a
few years ago somewhere past his 80th birthday.

Another of his mentees, Keith Dahl recalls, “… He
took his professional responsibilities seriously and
‘under my direct supervision’ held special meaning
for him. As a party chief you’d report to Jim’s office
with your notes at the end of each day. Jim, armed
with yellow legal pad, fountain pen and TI-30 would
begin the interrogation. He’d quiz you on proration,
taping corrections, angular closures, etc. He always
found something. When satisfied, Jim would fire up
one of his Dutch Masters cigars about the size of a
bratwurst and you were dismissed. One afternoon,
I reported to Jim’s office with my notes and he
could find nothing wrong. ‘HOW DID YOU GET SO
SMART?’ he bellowed. I replied, ‘FROM YOU!’”

Some of Jim’s notable survey accomplishments:
He was a long-time member of the Minnesota Land
Surveyors Association (Now Minnesota Society of
Professional Surveyors – MSPS) and Capital Area
Land Surveyors Association (CALSA), served as
president of MLSA in 1981, and was instrumental
in the creation of the Minnesota Land Surveyors
Foundation. For Jim, being a registered land
surveyor was more than a job, it was his passion.
He considered it a privilege to work with property
owners and loved to educate people about the
profession. Though Boerhave grew up as a country
boy, his footprints have been left across the metro
area through retracement of boundaries in hundreds
of plats from the 19th century. Evidence of that
can be found in the unique metal caps on his irons
throughout the metro.

Members of CALSA remember Jim showing off his
recently replaced knee at a monthly meeting when
he was 80 or 81 years old – he said he was all ready
for golf the next week. He stayed active wintering in
Arizona, and he even went pheasant hunting with his
family at age 86! I remember Jim as my champion.
Though I met him later in his life, he took special
interest in my career and was there with advice and
support when needed. I always considered Jim
formidable, but a gentle giant, kind throughout and
one of my favorite people in the world.
Jim, you will be missed. From those of us who had
the fortune to know you, we’re all imagining you up
in heaven, puffing on a cigar, highball in hand, telling
St. Peter he needs a survey of the place! Peaceful
journey, my friend…

During such a long career he was also responsible
for training many people in the industry.
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Sustaining Members
The Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors appreciates the continued participation
and encourages your support for the following Sustaining Members of MSPS:

Harrison Marker Co.

RDO Integrated Controls

Fred Meyer Technology
Services

Quantum Spatial, Inc.

PO Box 66,
Anoka, MN 55303
(763) 421-1445
www.harrisonmarker.com

Fred Meyer
14558 Joppa Ave South,
Savage, MN 55378
(952) 381-4404

Dan Stong
9201 East Bloomington FWY, Suite JJ,
Bloomington, MN 55420
(952) 948-1604 Fax: (952) 948-1606
www.rdoic.com

Miles Strain
18391 Smith Court
Elk River, MN 55330
(763) 442-3398
www.quantumspatial.com

Leica Geosystems Inc

Chris Rotegard
4107 158th St. W.,
Rosemount, MN 55068
(612) 385-6067 Fax: (651) 200-2008
www.leica-geosystems.us

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this association is to unite all the registered land surveyors in the State of M
 innesota, to elevate
the standards of the surveying profession in the State of Minnesota; to establish basic minimum requirements for
surveys, to assist in promoting legislation and educational programs to improve the professional status of the land
surveyor; to work in cooperation with local, county and state governments in our field of endeavor; to uphold a rigid
code of ethics and strive to improve our relations with our clients and the public by work with precision and integrity.

Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors
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Firm Member Directory
Widseth Smith Nolting - Alexandria

Moore Engineering, Inc.

W. Brown Land Surveying, Inc.

MSA Professional Services

Bryan Balcome
610 Fillmore St PO Box 1028, Alexandria, MN 56308
(320) 335-5023 Fax: (320) 762-0263
www.wsn.us.com
Woodrow Brown
8030 Cedar Ave. S. Ste 228, Bloomington, MN 55425
(952) 854-4055 Fax: (952) 854-4268

Westwood Professional Services
Nathan Carlson
7699 Anagram Drive, Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(952) 937-5150 Fax: (952) 937-5822
www.westwoodps.com

Oliver Surveying & Engineering, Inc.
Lynn Caswell
580 Dodge Avenue, Elk River, MN 55330
(763) 441-2072 Fax: (763) 441-5665
www.oliver-se.com

Hakanson Anderson Associates
Charles Christopherson
3601 Thurston Ave., Anoka, MN 55303
(763) 427-5860 Fax: (763) 427-0520
www.haa-inc.com

Bolton & Menk, Inc.

Janele Fowlds
1960 Premier Dr, Mankato, MN 56001
(507) 625-4171 Fax: (507) 625-4177
www.bolton-menk.com

Sathre-Bergquist, Inc.

Stephanie Grotbo
150 S. Broadway Ave, Wayzata, MN 55391
(952) 476-6000 Fax: (952) 476-0104
www.sathre.com

James R. Hill, Inc.

Marcus Hampton
2500 W Cty Rd 42, Ste 120, Burnsville, MN 55337
(952) 890-6044 Fax: (952) 890-6244

SRF Consulting Group, Inc.

Chris Heyer
1808 E. Fir Ave., Fergus Falls, MN 56537
(218) 998-4041 Fax: (218) 998-4042
www.mooreengineeringinc.com
Dennis Honsa
60 Plato Blvd East, Suite 140, St. Paul, MN 55107
(651) 334-8413 Fax: (763) 786-4574
www.msa-ps.com

Ulteig Engineers

Kurt Kisch
4285 Lexington Avenue, North St. Paul, MN 55126
(651) 415-3800
www.ulteig.com

Stonebrooke Engineering, Inc

Aaron Mages
12279 Nicollet Avenue South, Burnsville, MN 55337-1650
(952) 402-9202 Fax: (952) 403-6803
www.stonebrookeengineering.com

Loucks

Paul McGinley
7200 Hemlock Lane, Suite 300, Maple Grove, MN 55369
(763) 424-5505 Fax: (763) 424-5822
www.loucksinc.com

Egan, Field & Nowak, Inc.

Lee Nord
1229 Tyler St. NE, Suite 100, Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 466-3300 Fax: (612) 466-3383
www.efnsurvey.com

Otto Associates

Paul Otto
9 West Division St, Buffalo MN 55313
(763) 682-4727 Fax: (763) 682-3522
www.ottoassociates.com

C.E. Coulter & Associates, Inc.

John Peterson
1000 E 146th, Suite 240, Burnsville, MN 55337
(952) 808-9500

Matthew Hansen
1 Carlson Parkway, Suite 150, Plymouth, MN 55447
(763) 475-0010 Fax: (763) 475-2429
www.srfconsulting.com
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Firm Member Directory
The Gregory Group, Inc. dba Lot
surveys Company
Gregory Prasch
7601 73rd Ave. N., Brooklyn Park, MN 55428
(763) 560-3093 Fax: (763) 560-3522
www.lotsurveys.com

E.G. Rud & Sons, Inc.

Jason Rud
6776 Lake Drive NE, Suite 110, Lino Lakes, MN 55014
(651) 361-8200 Fax: (651) 361-8701
www.egrud.com

Schoborg Land Services, Inc.
Paul Schoborg
8997 Co Rd 13 SE, Delano, MN 55328
(763) 972-3221 Fax: (763) 972-3223

Houston Engineering, Inc.

Curtis Skarphol
1401 21st Ave. N., Fargo, ND 58102
(701) 237-5065 Fax: (701) 237-5101
www.houstoneng.com

ISG

Dan Stueber
115 East Hickory Street, Suite 300, Mankato, MN 56001
(507) 387-6651 Fax: (507) 387-3583
www.is-grp.com

Cornerstone Land Surveying, Inc.
Dan Thurmes
6750 Blvd North, Ste #1, Stillwater, MN 55082
(651) 275-8969 Fax: (651) 275-8976

Survey Mapping Solutions, Inc.
Ross Wamre
14652 85th Avenue, Little Falls, MN 56345
(218) 850-8334
www.surveymapsolutions.com

Advance Surveying & Engineering Co.
Wayne Preuhs, LS
17917 Highway 7, Minnetonka, MN
952-474-7964
www.advsur.com

Northwestern Surveying and
Engineering, Inc.

Michael Stang
1900 Division St. W., Suite 4 Bemidji, MN 56601
(218) 444-9394
www.nwsmn.com
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Available From the MSPS Office:
Fant, Freeman & Madson on Writing Land Descriptions
$30 (Members or Nonmembers)
A Striking Triumph of Geometry Over Physical Geography,
by Rod Squires; includes searchable CD
$70 (Members or Nonmembers)
MLSA/MSPS History, 1953-2003 50th Anniversary
$35 (Members or Nonmembers)
The Land Surveyor’s Handbook of Statutes, Book One
$55 (Members or Nonmembers)
The Land Surveyor’s Handbook of Statutes, Book Two
$55 (Members or Nonmembers)
Public Land Surveys: History, Instructions, Methods
$24.30 (Members or Nonmembers)
Report 1: Public Land Survey in Minnesota
$14.73 (Members or Nonmembers)

Additional publications and pins are also available!
Use the secure online payment system at www.mnsurveyor.com or
call the office at (651) 203-7256 to get an order form.
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